The carbon nanotube (CNT) represents one of the most unique inventions in the field of nanotechnology. CNTs have been studied closely over the last two decades by many researchers around the world due to their great potential in different fields. CNTs are rolled graphene with SP 2 hybridization. The important aspects of CNTs are their light weight, small size with a high aspect ratio, good tensile strength, and good conducting characteristics, which make them useful as fillers in different materials such as polymers, metallic surfaces and ceramics. CNTs also have potential applications in the field of nanotechnology, nanomedicine, transistors, actuators, sensors, membranes, and capacitors. There are various techniques which can be used for the synthesis of CNTs. These include the arc-discharge method, chemical vaporize deposition (CVD), the laser ablation method, and the sol gel method. CNTs can be single-walled, double-walled and multi-walled. CNTs have unique mechanical, electrical and optical properties, all of which have been extensively studied. The present review is focused on the synthesis, functionalization, properties and applications of CNTs. The toxic effect of CNTs is also presented in a summarized form.
Introduction
In recent years, much research has focused on nanotechnology and nanocomposites. Researchers select specific filler and introduce it into a specific polymer to achieve a specific composite with modified properties. If the filler is a nano material, the composite is termed a nanocomposite [1] . Nanotechnology brings evolutionary changes to everyday life.
Nanotechnology
The word "nano" is from the Greek, meaning dwarf (small); scientific treatment at the nano level (atomic level) with the help of special scientific instruments is known as nanotechnology, which has become a well-known field in the last three decades [2] . The word "nanotechnology" was coined by Norio Taniguchi in 1974, in Japan. He stated that, "nanotechnology mainly consists of the processing steps of the separation, consolidation and deformation of materials by one atom or one molecule [3] . Nanotechnology is a vast field which explores many facts about the structures and properties of materials.
Single-walled CNTs
Single-walled CNTs (SWCNTs) are made of a single graphene sheet rolled upon itself with a diameter of 1-2 nm (Fig. 2) . The length can vary depending on the preparation methods.
Double-walled CNTs
These nanotubes are made of two concentric carbon nanotubes in which the outer tube encloses the inner tube, as shown in Fig. 3 .
Multi-walled CNTs
MWNTs consist of multiple layers of graphene rolled upon itself with diameters ranging from 2 to 50 nm depending on the number of graphene tubes. These tubes have an approximate inter-layer distance of 0.34 nm [13] .
hemisphere with the buckyball structure. The name CNT derives from the size, as the diameter of a nanotube is on the order of a few nanometers. Iijima [5] first synthesized multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) in 1991 using a simple arc-evaporation method. However, CNTs were discovered long before researchers even imagined that carbon may exist in such a diverse allotropic form. In 1952, Radushkevich and Lukyanovich [6] reported the discovery of "worm-like" carbon formations. These were observed during their study of the soot formed by the decomposition of carbon monoxide (CO) on iron particles at 600°C. On the basis of many experiments and transmission electron microscope (TEM) images and other characterization techniques, the authors concluded that the formed product consisted of long filamentary or needle-like carbon crystals with diameters of about 50 nm. The discovery of nanotubes passed almost unnoticed due to lack of attention to the field of nanotechnology at that time, like a number of other areas before and after [7] .
Structure of CNTs
CNTs, also known as tubular fullerenes, are cylindrical graphene sheets of sp 2 -bonded carbon atoms. In CNTs the graphene sheet is rolled upon itself to form different allotropes of carbon, including graphite, fullerenes and CNTs [8] .
Types of CNTs
CNTs can be divided into three categories on the basis of the number of tubes present in the CNTs. These are described below. Graphene sheets rolled into carbon nanotubes. Reprinted from Geim and Novoselov [9] with permission from Nature Publishing Group and Shabnam et al. [10] with permission from Elsevier.
Fig. 2.
Single-walled carbon nanotubes, surface and internal view. Reprinted from Saether et al. [11] permission from Elsevier. [12] with permission from Nature Publishing Group. http://carbonlett.org
Fig. 3. Double-walled carbon nanotubes. Reprinted from Pichler

Laser ablation
In 1996, Thess et al. [20] reduced h i g h yields (>70%) of CNTs by means of the laser ablation of graphite rods with small amounts of Ni and Co at 1,200°C. In this method, the graphite target is bombarded with laser light. The tube grows until too many catalyst atoms aggregate on the end of the nanotube. The large particles either detach or become over-coated with sufficient amounts of carbon to poison the catalysis. This allows the tube to terminate with a fullerenelike tip or with a catalyst particle.
Chemical vapor deposition
In the above synthetic techniques, two major problems remain, i.e., the realization of both large-scale production and ordered synthesis [21] . However, in 1996, a CVD was discovered for nanotube synthesis [22, 23] . This method is capable of controlling the growth direction on the substrate and synthesizing a large quantity of nanotubes [22] . During this process, a mixture of hydrocarbon gas, acetylene, methane or ethylene and nitrogen is introduced into the reaction chamber. During the reaction, nanotubes are formed on the substrate by the decomposition of the hydrocarbon at temperatures 700°C-900°C at atmospheric pressure [23] . This technique has two major benefits. The nanotubes are obtained at a much lower temperature, although at a lower quality, and the catalyst can be deposited over the substrate, which allows CNTs to adopt well-organized structures.
Vapor-phase growth
This is a relatively new technique and a modified form of CVD. The main difference is that the CNTs are synthesized directly from the reaction gas and catalytic metal in the chamber without a substrate [24] . Two furnaces are placed inside the reaction chamber. The catalyst used in this case is ferrocene. Vaporization of catalytic carbon is maintained at a relatively low temperature in the first furnace. Fine catalytic particles are formed here and when they reach the second furnace, and the decomposed carbons are absorbed in this catalyst by diffusion, where they are converted into CNTs.
Flame synthesis method
Another method by which CNTs can be prepared is the flame synthesis method. In this method, hydrocarbon flames are utilized. These flames assist with the initiation and growth of CNTs. Gases such as CO, CH 4 , C 2 H 2 , C 2 H 4 , and C 2 H 6 , which are present in the post-flame area, are rich sources of carbon. The reaction is exothermic and chemical energy released in the form of heat in the flame supports endothermic carbon deposition reactions. Catalysts are also required to provide reaction sites for the deposition of solid black carbon. CNTs grow in the same manner as in CVD. If an appropriate catalyst and flame and reaction conditions are provided, large amounts of CNTs can be gained commercially [25] .
Types on the basis of chirality
Chirality is a very important factor in determining the electrical properties of CNTs. On the basis of chirality, there are three types of CNTs, i.e., chiral, armchair, and zigzag [15] . These three types are shown in Fig. 5 .
Synthesis of CNTs
CNTs can be prepared by various methods, such as the arcdischarge method, chemical vapor deposition (CVD), and laser ablation.
Arc-discharge method
In 1991, Iijima [5] reported the existence of a new tabularshaped species, now called CNTs. The tubes were produced using an arc-discharge evaporation method similar to that used for fullerene synthesis in the past. Carbon needles with diameters ranging from 4 to 30 nm and lengths up to 1 mm were grown on the negative end (cathode) of a carbon electrode by means of the direct current (DC) arc-discharge evaporation of carbon in an argon-filled vessel (100 torr). Ebbesen and Ajayan [17] reported the large-scale synthesis of MWNTs by this method.
The arc-discharge assembly includes two vertical thin electrodes installed in the center of the chamber. The lower electrode (cathode) has a shallow dip to hold a small piece of iron during the evaporation phase. The arc-discharge c a n b e generated by running a DC current of 200 A at 20 V between the two electrodes. The use of the three components, argon, iron and methane, is critical for the synthesis of SWNTs. In the arc-discharge synthesis of nanotubes, Bethune et al. [18] used as anodes thin electrodes with bored holes which were filled with a mixture of pure powdered metals (Fe, Ni or Co) and graphite. The electrodes were vaporized with a relatively low current of 95-105 A at 100-500 Torr in a He atmosphere. Large quantities of CNTs were generated u s i n g t h i s technique by Journet et al. [19] . The arc was generated between two graphite electrodes in a reactor under a helium atmosphere (660 mbar). quasi-ballistic [42] . CNTs, due to their electronic nature, can be used in transistors and other switching applications in advanced electronics [43] . The most recent application of nanotubes was as an emitter. The important aspect of CNT emitters is that the emission can be obtained at a lower threshold voltage [44] . CNTs can also be used in sensors, micron-scale on-chip triodes at a high frequency (>200 MHz), vacuum microelectronics, and for X-ray generation [45, 46] .
Mechanical properties of CNTs
CNTs are considering as the strongest materials in nature at this point. The literature suggests that CNTs are very strong materials, especially in the axial direction [47] . The Young's modulus ranges from 270 to 950 GPa, while the tensile strength is also very high, in the range of 11-63 GPa. Several reports have shown that in the radial direction, CNTs are rather soft [48] . The first TEM observation of radial elasticity showed that Vander Waal's forces can deform two adjacent nanotubes [49] . Later, nano-indentations with an atomic force microscope (AFM) were performed by different groups of researchers to measure the radial elasticity of MWNTs quantitatively, and tapping/contact mode AFM was recently used to examine SWNTs [50] [51] [52] . The results showed that CNTs are in fact very soft in the radial direction. The radial direction elasticity of CNTs is important, especially for the formation of CNT nanocomposites and their mechanical properties, in which embedded tubes are subjected to large deformation in the transverse direction when a load is applied to a composite structure. Because the carboncarbon bonds observed in graphite are among the strongest in nature, CNTs have excellent potential as they are the stiffest and toughest structure ever synthesized by scientists. Studying CNTs under TEM has shown that these materials are flexible and do not break upon bending [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] . Earlier theoretical calculations were carried out to predict the mechanical properties of CNTs [58] [59] [60] . The first attempt to determine the Young's modulus for individual MWNTs was performed by Treacy et al. [28] , who measured the amplitudes of thermal vibrations in CNTs under TEM. They demonstrated that nanotubes possess an average Young's modulus of Y = 1-1.8 TPa, which is extremely high compared to commercially available carbon fibers (Y ≥ 800 GPa). Various research groups performed direct measurements of the bending forces of MWNTs as a function of the displacement inside an AFM. The values for the Young's modulus were found to be between 0.32 and 1.47 TPa [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] . Falvo et al. [61] observed that MWNTs could be bent at sharp angles without undergoing any structural fracturing using an AFM tip. Endo et al. [62] observed that while breaking vapor-grown CNTs in liquid nitrogen, an inner tubule could survive this pressure. Zhu et al. [63] applied high pressures (50 GPa) at room temperature, using shock waves, to arc-discharge MWNTs and noted that the tubes do not break but collapse; that is, the outer shells transform into curled graphene domains while the inner cores display structural defects. More theoretical work on the mechanical properties of CNTs was carried out by Sinnot et al. [70] , who found that SWNTs could exhibit a Young's modulus as high as that of diamond. Yakobson [71] and Ru [72] proposed a mechanism of CNT transformation under uniaxial tension, leading to pentagon-heptagon defects in
Recent trends in the synthesis of CNTs
A recent nebulized spray pyrolysis method has also been used for the synthesis of MWNTs. A nebulized spray, the key factor in this method, is generated by a special ultrasonic atomizer. MWNTs with fairly uniform diameters in aligned bundles have been obtained via this technique. Using an ultrasonic nebulizer, ferrocene (catalyst) and ethanol (as solvent and carbon source) are sprayed into a tubular furnace at a fixed temperature of 800°C under an argon flow of 1 L/min. Ethanol is used as a solvent as well as a carbon source due to its non-polluting nature, low cost, harmless byproducts (e.g., CO), and ease of handling. High growth of MWNTs on a surface can be produced. The advantage of using a nebulized spray is the ease of scaling into an industrial-scale process, as the reactants are fed into the furnace continuously [26] .
Properties
CNTs reportedly have extremely high surface areas, large aspect ratios, and remarkably high mechanical strength. The tensile strength of CNTs is 100 times greater than that of steel, and the electrical and thermal conductivities approach those of copper [27, 28] . These unique properties make CNTs good candidates as fillers in different polymers and ceramics to realize desirable consumer products [29, 30] . It has also been predicted that CNT-based field-effect transistors (FETs) will soon supplant their silicon-based analog counterparts [31] . CNTs are also good incorporating agents due to their unique electrical, mechanical and thermal properties.
Electronic nature of CNTs
CNTs show electrical properties in chiral forms. Researchers have demonstrated that CNTs exhibit unique conductive properties. These results were the first to suggest that geometric differences such as defects, chirality, different diameters and the degree of crystallinity of the tubular structure greatly influence the electronic properties of CNTs [32, 33] . SWNTs are metals with resistivities that range from 0.34 × 10 -4 to 1.0 × 10 -4 ohm·cm [27] . Considering the bonding of the carbon atoms in CNTs, arranged in a hexagonal lattice, each carbon atom is covalently bonded to three neighbor carbons via sp 2 molecular orbitals. Thus, the fourth valence electron remains free in each unit, and these free electrons are delocalized over all atoms and contribute to the electrical nature of CNTs. Thus, CNTs can be conducting or semi-conducting types depending on the type of chirality [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] Semiconducting SWNTs are usually in the form of p-type semiconductors [38] . MWNTs are composed of many tubes of SWNTs and therefore are not likely to be strictly one-dimensional conductors. A pseudo-gap was observed in I -V measurements, which attributes to its conducting nature [39] .
From the above discussion, we note that the electrical properties of both SWNTs and MWNTs have been relatively well explored. This area has been a field of great interest since the last decade [40, 41] . SWNTs, due to the ballistic nature of electron transport, can be described as quantum wires. On the other hand, transport in MWNTs is found to be fairly diffusive or http://carbonlett.org
Non-covalent functionalization
This type of functionalization is based on Van der Waal's forces. Beside these forces, hydrophobic or Pi-Pi interactions have also been reported. Non-covalent functionalization is important and interesting because it does not damage or modify the CNTs structure to a great extent. In solution beside van-der Waal's forces some other forces are also involved, which render the efficiency of this type of functionalization. Some common examples of this type of functionalization include use of surfactant, especially with SWNTs, CNT wrapping, and non-covalent protein interactions [84] .
Covalent functionalization
In this type of functionalization, the desired groups are attached onto the sidewall or tips of the CNTs permanently in an irreversible manner. Various chemical groups such as carboxylic, p-aminobenzoic acid, fluorine, added dichloro-carbon groups are attached to the surface or at the ends of the CNTs [85] [86] [87] [88] . The advantages of chemical functionalization are that it can be attached covalently with polymeric materials and dispersed well in different solvents. The main disadvantage of the chemical function is the production of defects on CNTs. Various methods of the functionalization of CNTs are shown in Fig. 6. 
Dispersion of CNTs using surfactants
The use of surfactants has also been reported for the purpose of CNT dispersion in polymeric materials [89] . Some important surfactants such as polyethylene glycol, sodium dodecyl these tubes under high stress. Guanghua et al. [73] also showed theoretically that the mechanical properties of SWNTs are mainly dependent on the diameter. They estimated the theoretical Young's modulus of nanotubes, of »1 nm diameter, is in the range of 0.6-0.7 TPa. Hernandez et al. [74] also obtained theoretical values of the Young's modulus which were in close agreement with those obtained experimentally for MWNTs (1-1.2 TPa). They also reported that the increase in diameter is proportional to the enhancement of the mechanical properties and that if the diameter is increased to a certain value, the Young`s moduli of the tubes approach those of planar graphite. Yu et al. [47, 50] measured the Young's modulus of individual SWNTs, reporting values between 320 and 1470 GPa and determining a breaking strength of SWNTs on the perimeter of each rope ranging from 13 to 52 GPa.
Thermal properties of CNTs
As rolled graphitic structures, CNTs are of great importance and interest not only for their electronic and mechanical properties, but also for their thermal properties. Although their size is very small, the quantum effects are important and the lowtemperature specific heat and thermal conductivity show direct evidence of the 1-D quantization of the phonon band structure in CNTs [56, 70, 75] . The incorporation of pristine and functionalized nanotubes to different materials can double the thermal conductivity for a loading of only 1%, showing that nanotube composite materials may be useful for thermal management applications in industries. Kim et al. [76] measured the thermal conductivity of individual MWNTs and found it to be 3,000 W/K (higher than that of graphite) at room temperature. Beside this they also determined that the value is two orders higher than the magnitude those obtained for bulk MWNTs. A similar study was carried for SWNTs, with this result being greater than 200 W/m K for SWNTs [77] . There are several factors which influence the thermal properties such as the number of phonon-active modes, the length of the free path for the phonons, and boundary surface scattering [77] [78] [79] . These properties also depend on the atomic arrangement, the diameter and length of the tubes, the number of structural defects and the morphology, as well as the presence of impurities in the CNTs [80] [81] [82] .
Dispersion of CNTs
One of the problems associated with CNTs is the agglomeration of these tubes due to weaker intermolecular forces, leading to difficulty in their dispersion in different polymeric mediums and even in various solvents. The functionalization of CNTs is carried out to overcome their agglomeration and bundle formation, which also enhances their dispersion in polymeric materials and solvents. Thus, the purification or functionalization of CNTs is very important to enhance their degrees of reactivity and homogenous dispersion. Purification removes unwanted particles that remain after the synthesis process, while functionalization introduces a specific functional group onto the side chains or ends of the CNTs [83] . Different methods are used by researchers for the functionalization and dispersion of CNTs. These include the following: Reprinted from Hirsch [84] with permission from Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH. gy conversion devices, field-emission devices, hydrogen storage devices, and semiconductor devices [93, 94] . Wastewater treatment by CNTs is also a rapidly growing field for those who are interested in adsorption studies [95] . The major problem associated with CNTs is their high cost and nonrenewable characteristic. At present, special efforts are in progress to develop certain preparation methods for CNTs which minimize their cost. Some of the very important and promising applications of CNTs are discussed below in detail.
CNTs as fillers
The use of CNTs as fillers in different materials to form nanocomposites is one of the most developed fields in nanotechnology. Many researchers working in the field of nanocomposites have attempted to use CNTs as a filler. The main idea for incorporating CNTs into different polymeric and other materials is to improve the properties of these materials. By doing so, the mechanical, electrical and thermal properties are improved to almost an ideal range. Garcia-Gutierrez et al. [96] prepared Meltprocessed injected molded polybutylene terephthalate (PBT)/ SWNTs nanocomposites and presented that SWNTs effect the polymer orientation during shearing and also template the crystallization behavior of PBT. Soichia et al. [97] found that the tensile modulus and yield strength increased with an addition of SWNT loading in a SWNTs/polyimide nanocomposite. With good dispersion, they showed that the mechanical properties of polyimide were enhanced. Bhattacharyya et al. [98] prepared melt-mixed styrene maleic anhydride (SMA) encapsulated SWNTs with a polyamide-12 (PA12) matrix in a conical twin-screw extruder. The process of encapsulation by the SMA copolymer leads to a greater dispersion of SWNT and thus enhances the interfacial adhesion between the PA12 and SMAmodified SWNT. This leads to enhanced mechanical properties of the formed product. Saeed and Park [99] prepared MWNT/ nylon nanocomposites by in situ bulk polymerization. They used pristine MWNTs (P-MWNTs) and purified acid-treated MWNTs (A-MWNT) as a reinforcing material and studied the mechanical, thermal, electrical, and rheological properties as well as the structural morphology and crystallization temperature via various techniques and compared the properties of both P-MWNT/ nylon and A-PMWNT/nylon nanocomposites. It was concluded that A-MWNTs can be well dispersed in nylon as compared to P-MWNTs due to the presence of functional groups on the A-MWNTs. The crystallization temperature increased with sulfate, and dodecyl-benzene sodium sulfonate are commonly use for the reduction of the aggregative tendency of CNTs in water and other related solvents. It was proposed that the presence of benzene rings is responsible for the high dispersive efficiency of CNTs. The p-stacking interactions of benzene rings onto the CNT surfaces are believed to increase the adsorption ratio of surfactants. It was also determined that besides aromatic groups, naphthenic (saturated rings) groups also provide good surfactant-tube affinity. Fig. 7 show the mechanism by which the surfactant micelles overcome the weaker Van der Waal's forces.
Physical dispersion by ultrasonication
Physical dispersion is also an important way to decrease the agglomeration tendency of CNTs. Sonication provides certain vibrational energies to agglomerated CNTs, overcoming the attractive forces within the nanomaterials and becoming dispersed within a solvent or polymeric material. Fig. 8 shows different approaches for the functionalization of CNTs.
Applications of CNTs
Nanotechnology is one of the latest and the most developed technologies, presenting many advantages and benefits for new materials with significantly improved properties. Nanotechnology can be used in different applications in various fields, including nano-medicine, energy, the environment, and in sensors [91] . Although the fields of nanotechnology are vast and new materials come into use regularly, the potential of CNTs is most promising. Since their discovery by Iijima [5] in 1991, CNTs are the most rapidly growing nanomaterials in the field of nanotechnology due to their various applications. Many investigators and researchers have dedicated much effort to the creation of novel properties and to expanding the number of novel applications in diverse fields, from materials science, medicine, electronics and energy storage, with many studies focusing on nanotechnology and the use of CNTs as fillers [92] . More attractive applications of CNTs can be achieved through the use of CNTs for applications that require conductivity and a high absorption capacity and for the creation of high-strength composites, fuel cells, ener- http://carbonlett.org Beguin [112] showed that CNTs could be used in Li ion batteries. According to these authors, a high irreversible capacity is possible for CNTs. Meunier et al. [113] carried out calculations to determine the charging and discharging phenomenon in Li + batteries. They suggested that by damaging the surface of the SWNT materials chemically or mechanically, one can increase the electrochemical storage of these batteries. On the basis of such possibilities, many electronics companies have begun to use carbon nanofibers and nanotubes as the electrodes in Li + batteries to enhance their storage capacity and lifetimes.
CNTs in supercapacitors and actuators
Due to their large surface area as well as their high electrical conductivity, CNTs are excellent materials for use in electrochemical devices [107] . Niu et al. [114] and Ma et al. [115] were the first to demonstrate that with sheet electrodes of pyrolytically grown MWNTs, it is possible to achieve very high specific capacitances in individual cells in devices containing 38 wt% of H 2 SO 4 as the electrolyte. The cells could reach power densities that exceeded 8,000 W/kg. Recently, a similar study was carried out by Frackowiak and Beguin [112] and Ma et al. [115] , who demonstrated that MWNT-polypyrrole composites are able to reach specific capacitances of 163 F/g. CNT supercapacitors are used in applications to devices that require high power capabilities and higher storage capacities. The power densities approach 20 kW/kg at energy densities of 7 Wh/kg [112] . CNT-embedded supercapacitors can be used to provide fast acceleration and to store braking energy electrically for hybrid electric vehicles. Actuators are important devices, but the problem associated with them is that their efficiency decreases with an increase in the temperature. Therefore, CNT-modified actuators were prepared by several researchers. These work at relatively low voltages and at temperatures as high as 350 o C [116] . For example, the maximum stress observed in SWNT actuators was 26 MPa [117] . This value is comparable to that of natural muscles, as it is 100 times larger than the value for natural muscle [103] .
Sensors
Sensors are important detecting devices that are now widely used in different fields. The efficiency of biosensors and molecular sensors can be enhanced by attaching CNTs onto them. With chemical force microscopy techniques, Wong et al. [118] were the first to demonstrate that it is possible to sense functional chemical groups attached onto the ends of CNTs. Thus, it is possible to construct various types of sensors containing nanotube composite pellets, which are very sensitive to gases and which can be used to monitor leaks in chemical plants. Collins et al. [119] reported after working in a similar field that SWNTs are extremely sensitive to air and vacuum conditions by noting large variations in the electrical resistance levels of their SWNT samples. They also added that MWNTs can be used as efficient sensors for NH 3 , H 2 O, CO 2 and CO. Varghese et al. [120] detected changes in the resistance and capacitance levels of CNTs when the environment was slightly modified. In 2002, highly sensitive and fast-responsive microwave-resonant sensors were prepared for detecting NH 3 using either SWNTs or MWNTs [121] . In addition to gas sensing, CNTs and its composites can be used as an increase in the ratio of MWNTs in nylon. Prashantha et al. [100] prepared MWNTs and polypropylene (MWNT/PP) and MWNTs and polypropylene-grafted maleic anhydride (MWNT/ PP-g-MA) nanocomposites and studied the rheological, mechanical, and morphological properties of these nanocomposites with various compositions of MWNTs using a range of techniques. They reported that MWNTs have better dispersion in PP-g-MA as compared to PP, and reported that MWNTs and PP-g-MA have good adhesion and strong interfacial strength as compared to MWNTs/PP because the MWNTs/PP-g-MA have high mechanical properties and an improved rheological percolation threshold. Zhang et al. [101] fabricated poly (adipic acid-hexamethylene diamine) (PA66) and F-MWNTs. AminoMWNTs were used in the fabrication process, and the dispersion of A-MWNTs was increased in formic acid (HCOOH) after PA66 functionalization. The PA66 materials were grafted onto the surface of A-MWNTs. It was concluded that the chain length of the PA decreased with an addition of A-MWNTs, the thermal decomposition temperature of the PA-MWNTs were higher than that of the pure PA66 composite, and the storage modulus was improved with an addition of A-MWNTs.
In electronic devices as field-emission sources
CNTs can be used in electric devices as field-emission sources. This can be done when a potential is applied between the CNT surface and the anode. Electrons are easily emitted from their tips due to the curvature present in the CNTs in the form of pentagons [102, 103] or due to the presence of oxidized tips [104, 105] . With this principle, CNTs can be used for the fabrication of multiple electronic devices [104] , including flat-panel displays, intense light sources, bright lamps [93, 106, 107] , and X-ray sources [46, 108] . Although CNTs are good emitters, nanocomposites of CNTs are also excellent electron-emission surfaces which are vacuum stable [109] . There are many advantages when using CNTs as an electron emitter. These include long lifetimes of the components, stable field-emission over prolonged time periods, low emission threshold potentials, the absence of the need for an ultra-high vacuum, and high current densities. It has been reported that large current densities as high as 4 A/cm 2 [107] can be achieved.
Batteries (Lithium ions batteries)
Lithium (Li) is a useful element, as it offers unique properties due to its lowest electronegativity and because electrons are easily donated from Li. Thus, it is the best candidate for the fabrication of lightweight and efficient batteries. However, despite the above advantages, the high reactivity of Li limits its applicability, as the metal loses its efficiency. This problem can be solved by the combining an application of CNTs and Li by intercalating Li ions within CNTs. This enables Li + ions to migrate from a graphitic anode to the cathode. A separating medium is required between the anode and cathode, usually polyolefin. The theoretical Li storage capacity is expected to be 372 mAh/g when intercalated with CNTs. The charge and discharge phenomena in these batteries are controlled by the Li + intercalation and de-intercalation rates [110, 111] . Recently, Frackowiak and show clear advance regarding the use of nanotubes in current technologies, and it is clear that in the near future, further advances will be achieved.
Electronic devices using CNTs
CNTs are important nanomaterials that can be used in electronic devices to improve the properties of these devices. Tans et al. [38] fabricated a three-terminal switch-able device based upon SWNTs. The SWNT molecule was semiconducting and connected to metal nanoelectrodes. The performance at a low capacitance level was excellent. The major problem associated with nanotubes is the difficulty in manipulating them; thus, another method was devised to control the length and the electronic properties of individual nanotubes by STM nanostructuring [140] . Postma et al. [141] described that crossings and bends with SWNTs could be generated by means of AFM. This technique allows us to cut nanotubes into shorter sections using controlled voltages applied at the STM tips and to fabricate tiny nanotube devices that could be useful for the future construction of molecular machinery, nano-scale circuits and other nanoelectric materials [140, 142] . There are many examples of experimental evidence indicating that CNTs can carry current densities of 10 9 A/cm 2 ; these values are much lower than those observed in metals (10 5 A/cm 2 ) [112] . Bachtold et al. [143] and Huang et al. [144] demonstrated for the very first time the fabrication of field-effect transistors that exhibit a high favorable gain, a large on-off ratio and room-temperature operation. The researchers showed that one-, two-and three-transistor circuits exhibit a range of digital logic operations. Examples include an inverter, a logic NOR, a static random-access memory cell, and an AC ring oscillator. A Harvard group in a similar way produced crossed nanowire p-n junctions and junction arrays that were configured as key OR and NOR logic-gate structures, showing substantial gain. They can be used for the development of novel computer technologies in the near future. Derycke et al. [145] demonstrated that CNTs can be used as a FET. The researchers also showed that pristine CNTs always behave as p-type transistors, whereas doped-nanotubes act as n-type devices. Both types could be integrated to fabricate voltage inverters [139] . Javey et al. [146] demonstrated that it is possible to generate logic rings as well as NOR and OR logic gates using arrays of p-and n-type nanotube FETs, as it is difficult to control the chirality of the tubes with the electronic properties. Collins et al. [147] demonstrated that it is possible to peel the outer layers of arc-discharged-produced MWNTs until the desired electronic properties of the outer shell are obtained. However, controlled growth in order to achieve selective chiralities needs to be investigated and exploited for more electrical applications. Blase et al. [148] also worked with a similar hypothesis and demonstrated that the electronic properties of CNTs can be utilized within polymeric materials to realize desired electrical applications.
Medical applications of CNTs
Given the increased profits associated with medical technology related to gene therapy, cancer treatments, and innovative new answers for life-threatening diseases, the science of nanomedicine has become the most rapidly growing field. The sensitive environmental pressure sensors [122] . Wood and Wagner noted that CNTs are very sensitive to liquid immersion or polymer-embedding processes, as the nanotubes slightly deform in the presence of different liquid media [123] .
Gas and hydrogen storage
Due to their hollow cylindrical nature, CNTs can act as efficient gas and metal containers. It has been found that many important chemical species, such as metals, metal carbides, and oxides, can be introduced into CNT core by different methods, including (a) chemical treatments, arc-discharge methods, solidstate reactions and electrochemical techniques [124] . However, the major issues pertaining to these techniques are related to the fact that CNTs are not able to encapsulate gaseous substances. Recent studies have revealed that H 2 and Ar can be stored in SWNTs [125, 126] and MWNTs [127] , respectively. Terrones et al. [128] demonstrated experimentally that it is possible to introduce gaseous nitrogen inside MWNTs using a single-step process. They also reported that MWNTs can be loaded via the spray pyrolysis of ferrocene and benzyl amine solutions. Similar work was carried out by Trasobares et al. [129] , but they used a powder pyrolysis of ferrocene and camphor under an ammonia atmosphere. The storage of different chemical species in CNTs may be advantageous for the fabrication of fuel cells for use mainly to power electric vehicles. Unfortunately, there is some controversy regarding the high-pressure storage of hydrogen. It is important to emphasize that the hydrogen storage capacity of CNTs ranges from 0.1 to 66 wt % [130, 131] . Hirscher et al. [132] proved that the influence of impurities (coming from the CNT synthesis methods) may be responsible for reported previously results showing uptake levels as high as 7%. From a theoretical point of view, density functional theory has been used to calculate the H 2 storage capacity in CNTs. Different mechanisms by which CNTs possibly adsorb hydrogen molecules were proposed, including chemisorption, adsorption at interstitial sites, and the swelling of the nanotube array [133] [134] [135] .
The above situations clearly show that CNTs may not be the best material for storing hydrogen, but additional experiments and further calculations should be carried out in order to clarify these results [136] . The adsorption of other gases such as He, NH 3 , N 2 , and SF 6 in CNTs as well as carbon foams, was recently achieved by Tanaka et al. [137] .
Scanning probe tips
Scanning probe tips are of great importance as they can be used to obtain images with better resolutions. If a MWNT-bound scanning probe is used instead of a normal probe, it becomes possible to obtain a better image resolution as compared to earlier results [138] . Presently, Seiko Instruments and Daiken Chemical Company are attempting to commercialize these probes. Chemically modified nanotube tips can be used as sensors for detecting specific chemical and/or biological groups [125] . These sensors are important to detect added or even illegal substances. Kim and Lieber [139] determined experimentally that it is possible to fabricate nanotube tweezers by attaching two nanotubes onto a probe tip. This nano-tool operates according to the electrostatic interactions between two carbon cylinders. These achievements http://carbonlett.org are needed if composite materials are to be fabricated. It is highly likely that low-cost gas sensors, nanotube fabrics, novel catalytic supports, three-dimensional composite materials, heat exchangers, biological microfilters, and virus inhibitors will be produced using CNTs in the future. It was also reported that the nanotube functionalization methods which disperse CNTs well lead to less toxic CNTs than pristine CNTs.
unique properties and characteristics of CNTs enable scientists to develop new areas in nanomedicine. SWNTs and MWNTs have already proven their potential to serve as safer and effective alternatives to previous drug delivery methods. They can pass through membranes, carrying therapeutic drugs, vaccines, and nucleic acids deep into the cell to the substrate targets. They serve as ideal non-toxic vehicles, which in some cases, increase the solubility of the drug, resulting in greater efficiency and safety. Overall, recent studies of CNTs have shown a very promising future for them in medicine [149] .
Toxicity of CNTs and its control
Due to the extraordinary physical and chemical properties of CNTs, their usage in industry has been seriously considered, but there are certain problems associated with their use, especially problems related to their toxicity. CNTs can have adverse effects on human health, especially at the human pulmonary system, which is a primary route of exposure [150] . This is considerable concern among researchers at present regarding this [92, [151] [152] [153] [154] [155] [156] [157] . Thus, certain steps are required to minimize the toxicity of CNTs. Over-exposure to CNT dust also causes inflammation and oxidative stress [158] . A recent study of CNTs showed that the length and rigidity of the nanotubes greatly influence the proinflammatory effect of CNT [159] . However, further research is needed to determine the possible influence of other physiochemical properties [160] . As their surface characteristics influence the pro-inflammatory effect of spherical nanoparticles [161] , it can be expected that incorporating CNTs in polymeric materials will modify the surface properties of CNTs, which could modify their toxicity without affecting their specific properties and potential for use in future applications. The protective effect of the compatible solute Ectoine against CNT-induced lung inflammation has been studied recently [162] . However, a strategy based on the production of intrinsically safer nanomaterials seems to offer much more promise. Such approaches are essential for the further development and safe use of CNTs at the occupational level as well as at the level of the general user. From various studies of the toxicity of CNTs, it is clear that surface modifications are important to minimize CNT toxicity [163] [164] [165] [166] [167] . A coating could be a useful tool, as it allows modification of the external surface environment of CNTs without affecting their intrinsic structure or basic properties.
Conclusion
The synthesis, structure, physico-chemical properties as well as different applications of CNTs were reviewed in this paper. Important methods for the synthetic of CNTs (SWNTs and MWNTs), including the arc-discharge method, laser ablation, CVD, and many other were discussed briefly. Some of the wellknown properties of CNTs were also reviewed and presented and it was concluded that CNTs have a unique set of electrical, mechanical and thermal properties. Due to the greatest potentials of CNTs, it is clear that novel technologies will emerge in the near future, but the problem associated with these technologies is the quantity and cost of CNTs. Larger quantities of nanotubes
